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· Y. U. -- Bookstore,· Could . Place 
· ''Copy sbe>p>J:1lus']n Jeop�y 

Psych And Physics Labs 
To Move To Science Hall 

· IJ Ntll A6r ud MOIiie M.;..... more efficiently. 
. As it is_ well 'known bx now the Mark Weiner, a member of the 

By Ezra ·Gell> added that the music department 
might be relocated to allow more 
space for dormlng facilities. store space previously occ:upied by · Rabbinical Alumni of Y.U., is the 

San_ Juan has been· obtained. l>y · current. owner of the. "Copy Shop 

The pychology and physics 
departments presently located in . 
Tannenbaum Hall ·· are being 
moved to new quarters in Science 
Hall. According to Jacob Blazer, 
head of building and grounds. 
"The move makes sense; the 
facilities need upgrading and 
modernizing and in RIETS they 
were being neglected and not taket1 
advantage of because the labs were 
isolated." He added that since the 
Reifer Graduate School · was 
phased out, there is subsequently 
ample room for both the psy
chology and physics departments. 

Y.U. for the Improvement ohhe · Plus" the current supplier of the 
sec;uri�y and_ D'¥1rall .environment Yeshiva students scholastic needs. 

· As to why the school is pump1n1 
in funds for modernizing facilities, 
Dean Rosenfeld stated, "A 
negative · article concerning the 
psychology department appeared 
in last February's. issue of the 
Commrntato,. this bothered me 
'and I looked into it. Since then 
there has been an exchange of 
faculty. Dr. Adler now also teaches 
at Stern and in general we're trying 
to reinvigorate the department." 
Meanwhile the Ferkhauf Graduate 
School of Psychology will be 
moving into Einstein and un
dergraduate courses will be given 
at· Science Hall next year by 
Ferkhauf faculty. 

of.. the 11Yhole •�- A popular idea Last year Mark Weiner distributed 
for .«he use or the store has been to notices to the Y. U. professors 
fii1d: outside spoi110rs and convert explaining the demand of students . 
It' into a much needed· bookstore. to carry their assigned text books 

. A further suueation by Y.C.S.t, �ad requested each faculty member 
was to broaden the . proposed to send a syllabus for the 

· store's merchandise by stocking purchasing of books. Upon hear-
scbool supplies, banners, T-shil'."ts ing this the Student Council 
and· also textbooks. This store ,pproached Mark Weiner and 
wouJd eventually replace the pre- informed · · him that they were 
sent Student Council "text book unwilling to relinquish their es-
pick-up 1CrVice". which has been tablished textbook ser,vice to a 

· purchasing· textbooks requested by source µnable to supply a sufficient 
students prior ·to· each semester; willing to give up the rights to the number of textbooks for the Y.U. 

The move · of the psychology 
department should be completed 
by next fall and the physics l!lbs 
should be relocated by this 
summer. Another principle reason 
for the move is to allow more 
space for dormitory facilities. Mr. 
Blazer and Dean Rosenfeld 
stressed that three students in one 
dorm room is a problem and the 
4th floor RIETS could_ help solve 
this situation. Dean Rosenfeld also 

Avi Schnieder; President of Student Council enterprise to a student body. . 
Y.C.S.C., commented on this issue reliable proprioter who would be As of , yet the Yeshiva ad
stating that the y·;c.S.C. would be . able. to fulfill the students needs ministration is undecided as to 

. · Morg Game· Room Renovation 
Plan OK'd By Administration 
By Da,ld Rozwukl It is hoped that the room will be 

what do with the former San Juan 
store. However, if it is determined 
to convert it into a bookstore that 
will also carry sch9lastic supplies it 
might put "The Copy Shop· Plus" 
into serious financial jeopardy. 

The administration looks with 
confidence at the moves. Dean 
Rosenfeld said, "We're only trying 
to make things better for the 
students. Funds were budgeted, 
we have the means and, as always, 
we'll do our best to upgrade Y. U. 
courses and i:,rocedures." 

The Student Council has ob- used as an, alternative lounge to 
tained ·permission to renovate the that or the existing Morg lounge, G· en.· s. ege, v_,_. s .. ·_ .p.e·aks To c.apa· c1·ty Crowd Morg Dorm basement, to accom- which is used frequently for 'f: 
modat.e Yeshiva College students' engagement parti1:11. The room is . , . . -.· · . · 
�� ·. for anot�r . pmeroom in being set aside Iii a place_ for ·A·t · yu· . · • ·L: - &.,;/' · o t· . n· d �dd1t1on to the exiating,1ame room student relaxa�on and �lion. .:- . . . · - - . · . ,. •· · eu8ft00 pera 10ft ISCUSse 
1n Funt Hall. Several -vcndiq -maduna and · .,,· . ·• ... ·· : -·. " . · · · · . · , 

:' • - ...... ,_ . ·. � · ·. . . , .... ,:---.:.:laaY.t -�.'-� . ' \ IJ Jllllllt-Mlldlel · · •�r�. l1rael doea not ban the 1111!a;· Y(lule .\he Labm. party i• 
RabM· Milter siarited tM ·requat ... lnita�"i.,'l;:ftc1��· '-a··:·�·· : ;:;���1·\V�/•';,..,.,.fj,_'.froiit:,;_,._, ZOM;· ·and -wi . . . \1iow 

upon- -�Ill Student Cou'ncl. chain •nd tables wiH ·belJfOY1ded. ' Segev, ·ro,Uer r.fayur-·o,�thc:' o,18 ... ···tli"li's must suffer fhe" consequences 'a ,i;:�:::�;��C::rlntion 
President, Avi Schneider's petition · The room will be open from 1:30 Strip, and member or the Israeli of biased reporting. with the Jordanian authorities. 
for more student recreation P.M. 1,1_11til 2:00 A.M. However, Defence forces for over twenty- The General tried to emphasize According to Segcv there are some 

. : facilities. The exiating same _room there are .restrictions on .the usage four years, addressed an overOow� greater importance, however, on -Likud members who want Israel to 
·in Funt Hall will be maintained by of the room. The room is n�t open ing crowd in the· Rubin Shut this · the Iran-Iraq War. "That war is a · annex the territories five years 
Yeshiva University. But, the Morg tcr- either girls or high school evening on issues currently concer- more important war," he said. after Palestinian autonomy begins. 
Gameroom will be subject to students. Periodic checks by a ning the lsrae_li government. The. "Ayatollah Khomeini is a religious When one student questioned how 

• Student Councirs · control · with dorm counselor will try to insure • General, who spoke in English for leader who does not know how to · Israel can annex territories con-
periodic evaluations to insure that the maintenance of these about half an hour before fielding • compremise or cooperate with t_he sisting over I 'h million Arabs and 

· the ropm is utilized properly. restrictions. questions from students for _about superpowers." Segev continued to expect to remain a Jewish state, 
twice that amount of time, opened point out that should Khomeini the General responded to a 

·_ ·Rubin Water Tak Over.flows · the session with -� talk on the . reach Sou_thern Iraq and the holy welcoming round of applause, 

November 29 - The water tower, the ball' Ooat closes the 
tower atop ., Rubin Dormitory valve, therefore stopping· any 
overOowcd at 11 P.M. tonight, additional water from entering. On 
causing extensile· Rooding on the • Monday, the Roat became loose 
roof and leakage in the dormitory. and the valve remained open. 
The fire department arrived When asked what the extent of 
promptly, and remained one-half the damage was, Mr. Millstein 
hour,· until the situation was well claimed that it was minimal. He 
in control. All the water was shut . said that there was no damage to 
off in the Rubin Dormitory until the roof and he_ did not' see any 
7:30 the next morning. extensive loakin1 in Rubin. The 

Mr.•· Millstein described the only leaking Mr. Millstein did 
event as a small malfunction of the admit to was in the elevator shaft, 
water tower ball noat. The ball which he said was a safety feature 
Roat in the tower works similar to for a Oooded roof. By Tuesday 
that of a toilet tank. When the morning the Ooat was tightened 
water level is high enough in the and the w.ater was turned back on. 

ni Hoa. TecNy Kollek, Mayor of J ........ , jobla Mn. F.rica J� 
la tOlll'laa the Yealll,a Unl,enhy M_. ..... die ..... of a oae-
aan allow de•ote4 to the work. of Zee, Rdu, TIie allow, nlch NM 
....... J1111, laehNlet 10at _, ,_.. 'Y ..... (l ... 1'70), • 11 
cwlderetl by IIUY·•rt ldttorla• to ... OM of die tint aw JIWltll ardtta. 
llabaa worked wftll llorlt Sdllll at .. lualtl Scllool 11 .,...._ froll 
1912 to 1929. Mn. J.....,_ .... .,. .. M- wldl lier ...._., 
1Mwl1 Jt111l101, trtalllrtr of die �llllm Uamnlty 8oanl ef Tr'lltNI. 

present situation in Lebanon. sites it includes, "as is his ultimate "The Prime Minister expects that 
Using a map to point out the intention," he would pose a serious if your students from Yeshiva 
relatc!d areas, the General noted threat to Iraq's southern oil-rich University will come we'll have no 
that over eight thousand PLO neighbors; Sau�i Arabia and problem." · 
fighters along with "strong Syrian Kuwait. "The Persian Gulf is one Segev, continuing with the hopes 
forces" are still present in the of America's major sources of oil for peace, recalled a personal 
Bekka Valley. "The Syrian's ul- and American·s should direct incident from the Yorn Kipput 
timate intention is to annex greater attention to that war." he War. He told how the Egyptians 
Lebanon", he said. General Segev, said. during the '73 war would cross the 
in answering a question or a The General, who also was a Suez Canal at night and Israelis 
student 'who compared the participant in Arab autonomy and Egyptians alike would ask 
Lebanese situation to the. Vietnam negotiations, concluded his talk each other why they are fightin1 
War, and wanted · 10 know if the speaking on the questionable one another. "The Egyptians 
Israeli Soldiers were accorded a future status of the West Bank and would return tot he other side of 
greeting of Israeli dissension or a Gaza Strip, adding a little about the Suez Canal and the next 
hero's welcome, explained that the the "prospects for peace" - as he morning we would resume 
Israeli public is not divided in its sees it. The Gaza consists of over fighting." he said - adding -
support for the peace for Oalillec half a million Arabs according to "Ever since then I have always 
Operation. He went on to say that Segev. Similarly in Judea and been very optimistic about the true 
Israeli forces entered Lebanon only Samaria there are over 750,000 possibility for peace." The General 
with the support of all Zionist Arabs with Jordanian Passports. ended his talk_ by urging listeners 
parties in Israel. He noted that The Egyptians want an indepen- to com, to live in Israel where on 
such unanimous consent is re- dent Palestinian State and can lead a "rewarding and 

· quired in all wars with few "whenever we met with them in fulfilling life." 
exceptions. "The Lebanon War negotiations that was always their The event, sponsored by the 
was discussed in the Knesset over first demand." The Israelis are UJA, Joseph Dunner Poli-Sci 
a year before it began" he said. ready to grant Palestinians Society and Israel Affairs commit-
"Everyone had a chance to discuss autonomy, they are, however, too tee served as a most inspiring 
it." Segev also reminded the fearful for their own security to evening for the many who 
listeners that all of Southern relinquish military power over the attended: 
Lebanon, including South ·Beirut, 
was controlled by the P.L.O. who 
terrorized Lebanese citizens as they 
did Israelis on neighboring settle
ments, and, for this reason, the 
Israeli soldiers were given a hero's 
welcome even by the inhabitants of 
Lebanon. 

As successful as Israel has been 
fighting P.L.O. terrorists, however, 
she has not been too successful on 

, another front, Segev declared. "Wo 
were the victims of an electronic 
ambush known as ABC, CBS and 
NBC." He explained that as a 
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An Affront 
After the media's mugging of Israel last 

summer, we expected that Jews everywhere 
would redouble .their efTort� to prevent rurther 
public maligning of Israel. Thu�. we were 
genuinely astounded that a ·major Jewish �nter . 
as the 92nd Street Y could invite two well� · 
known. inti-Israel colu�nists, Anthony Lewis 
and 1.F . .  Ston�. to participate in its current 
lecture series.· 

.. . 

Lewis' columns on the New. York Tlmts Op- · 
Ed page are familiar to everyone ror their 
regular and relentless attacks on Israel. Indeed 
his .hatred is so virulent that Prime Minister 
Begin has come out and labelled Lewis "hostile 
to Israel's . interests." . Stone's opanaons, 
meanwhile, appear frequently in the unabashad
ly anti-Israel Nn1 York Rtvltw of Books. · 

The Y's leadenhip defends these invitations· 
as being out of "concern ror quality, and 
balance." As joumalists, we are especially 

- sensitive to the (rccdom of speech arguments, 
but we,. nevertheless, insist that a clear 
distinction exists between Orwellian suppression 
and sound judgement. Certainly these colum- . 
nists have the right to their opinions, but Jewish 
organizations are under . no obligation to 
provide these individuals with the podium . to 
rurther their. vicious and distorted views on the 

. Middle East. We agree wholeheartedly with . 
National Conference of Young · 1srael President 
Harold Jacobs (who has called upon the Y to · 
immediately cancel this · lecture series) and his 
assertion that an appearance by Lewis •�d 

. 

Stone at the Y is " .. . an affront to the entire 
American Jewi1h community'.and an irresponsi
ble use of the community's funds (and �acititi•:" 

Modernized Labs 
Vast tecbn�logical ·.�v-cca ih many; �en� 

tific fields over .the lasf'"decades ·have . left 
Y•hiva . College's - 1,boratories woefully ob
soleie. · The primitive cquipm�nt and .. ajing . 
material that prevail arc unsuitable in a vibrant . 
institution. The biology, chemistry, physics and 
psychology labs arc in · d•rate .• .need of 
updating and repair. 

The situ•tion can best be characterized by the 
following two examples: ·No equipment • has 
been purchased by the Piychology- Department 
in the last ten yean - · because the faculty 
involved did not requisition any new materials. 
. On the other' hand, a:questa. by the giemistry . 
Department for chemicals and equipment are 
often turned down ..:. due to the · absence ·or . 
adequate funding. 

Recently, it was announced that both the 
· -physics and psychology labs will be moved to 
new quarters · in Science Hall and completely 
rebuilt. Of course, this long overdue moderniza
�ion should�be.applauded. The University must 
�lizci howeyef, that this •is but the fi.nt step in 

-- what must be an ongoing process. The labs 
s�ould' -� monitored by the faculty and the 
. adininistrati�,n . alike. . Future requests for 
upgradiJJg the 1.a'1s must originate within the 
. f acuity: and then receive the fullest cooperation 
. of ·an open-minded and .willing administration. 
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From The . ·  Editor's 
Desk . .  I 

I .  

.._ ____ By Da.W Vorchhelmer------_. 
. 

After reading the articles submitted for this Op-Ed 
issue, I · felt somewhat trout,1ec1 by the-,,early 
.unanimous critical tone apparent in these pieces. My 
uneasiness lingered, so - 1  checked Op-Ed editions . ._nd . 

: •numerous letters to the editor . from previous years, 
and found the �me general disparaging tone . It is · .· ·certainly no secret,.that people arc more impelled to 
write when. tliey · are discontent than · when pleased. I ' _thought perhaps this consistent pattem of dissatisf ac
tion in students' writings. could be simply -dismissed 
as a symptom · of this. psychological ;cr�o. 
Altemately. I reasoned, some other .factor might be 
involved in making denunciations of Y.U. in print so 
routine in occurrence. 

I . really believe that issue after issue of 71,e 
Commentator filled with negative, anti-Y.U. rherotic 
eventually. takes its toli, After a while, barrage upon 
barrage of bitter condemnations of the ·school clouds 
our · objectivity and allows a debilitating cynicism to 
griaw away at the very foundations of our .day-to-day 
existence. Once accustomed to routinely finding fault, 
it becomes all too easy to get caught in a rut of 
condemning almost by reflex. Even The Commentator 
is nat immune fr,�m this trap - whe11 the Governing 
Board convenes for editorial deliberations, the first 
issues raised arc inevitably those we moat wish to 
criticize. 

This is not to say that there is nothing wrong with 
Y. U. Thi.s school, · uke everything and everyone, has 
its share of faults.-Many are quite serious, and none 
will be swept away by glib strokes of my .pen. But by 
exploiting the positive aspects of the Y.U. 
expereicnce. we can • set about correcting these -
shortcomings. . 

(CO#ftl1tt1td °" Po,t $, Col. I J 

Job · Placement 

1�1 these tim� of economic hardship and high 
.· unemployment, the absence of a job placement 
office at YU places our students at a distinct 
disadvantage in the competition for . jobs. 
Although some assistance is available on an 
informal basis, it exists solely due to the 
initiative . of a few concerned individuals in the 
Ac:counting and Computer· Science departments .. 

· Thus, for the most part, the Univehity appears 
· content to let the students fend for themselves 
· in the job market. 

· Recently, there has .been talk of developing a 
. comprehensive recruitment/placement office · 
and of hiring a director for this program. The 
administration has let it be known that the only 
obstacle preventing implementation of this . 
crucial necessity for the University is the 
students� Evidently, mass student outcry to Or. 
Brenner, Dr. Miller and Dean Ro.senfled is 
required before any action will be taken to 
improve the present inadequacies. The ball is 
now in our court. We· will have only ourselves 
to blame if the status quo is maintained . 

.' 

11 Letters To The Editor · II 
. Foreign Students 
To die Mor: 

I was dismayed to read the 
article on forei1n students where 
you uy they feel they were lert on 
their own to adjust to Yeshiva 
O>llcge and to the United States in 
1eneral. 
· At Forei1n Student Counsellor I 
can only reiterate what I said at 

' the Special Orientation for Foreign 
Students at the beginning of the 
acadanie year - the Foreign 
audent Office. ia here to help in 

any .way pouible; We can only do Buildings and Grounds Office for this letter, however, involves the 
so. however, if the student comes providing what I.have found to be Monday night malfunction · of the 
in •to let us know the nature of the quick and efficient· · service. Rubin • Hall water tower that 
problem. All foreign students � Whenever I have filled out a . warranted the help of .the Fire 
know where our office is, and request form ror a needed repair I Department. . At that time the 
many indeed hive availed them- · have always received same day water · was not merely turned ofT · 
selves of our knowled1e and service. In addition I have always but ttle· tower was repaired during 
hospitality. been impressed with the main- the late hours or the night so as to · 

(Mn.) VIYlu H, OwPII tenance or Science Hall. l think restore th� students' water supply 
Fonlp SC.... Coalellor most people will agree that to keep · by early the next morning. We are 

a b,!1ildin1 as larse as Science Hall always quick to· offer criticism, I 
so clean continuously . and making think it only fair to offer credit an Prompt Service walking throu1h its hall · so · equal chance. 
pleasurable speaks or an efficiency 

To die F.Mtor: · .that deserves reco1nition. WhJt 
. I would like to thank the ultiruately motivated me to write 

Liberal Arts .·. •. · 
To dle F.dltor: 

Just recently I attended an 
interview at Columbia pniversity's 
Business Graduate School. Upon 
speaking . with �meone · from 
admissions I was finally able to 
find out all the various require
ments Columbia Oniversitv · de

mands ror its Business . School 
acceptance. Betides the standard 
two-year working experience and 
academic stature that is needed. I 

/Cnl'ltfnutd on. Pa,e, 7, Col, 4 1  
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Reading Literature 
And Reading The Bible 

Why We Really 
Need A Campus 

By Leo T1ubes By Jay Auslander 

In literary · analysis, the significance of parallelism, whether structural, syntactic, or 
verbal, i s  a well established principle. Various patterns of repetition and similarity, as 
well as marked deviations from those patterns, focus the reader's attention, supplying 
emphasis, establishing connectioiia between seemingly unrelattd parts of the text, and 
clarifying or deepening ideas and· emotions. An artist as deliberate and self-conscious as 
Gerard· Manley Hopkins believes, in fact, that the craft of poetry "reduces itself to the 

. principle of parallelism." 
Though Hopkins perhaps overstates the case, the purposeful use of parallelism is 

nevertheless widespread an� effective, a, some examples will demonstrate. When Othello 
lias .stabbed himself and is about to die,. he says, referring to Desdemona, " I-kissed thee 
ere I killed thee." He has learned the treachery of Iago, knows the innocence of 
Desdemona, · and understands too late his own brutal folly, his irreversible loss, and the 

To many college students in America, the aesthetics of the University are taken for 
granted. Large nuted columns, ionic capitals, inscribed cntablatures, awesome 
pediments, and Roman arches are revered, but expected. The studeht often finds himself 
confronting reliefs of intellectual personalities sculpted into the facades of buildings 
around him. On the grounds, sculptures radiate a cultured and refined aura. The noises 
of the city are often subdued by the planes of grass and walls of tranquility. And, the 
smells of grass and flowers are as familiar to the student as are his professors. Needless 
to say, the atmosphere is conducive to study. It is tension-free, relaxed and solitary. 

whole hopeless tragedy �e has been drawn into. 

Yet there also exists another type of student. This student also confronts large 
,buildings, also breathes in familiar scents, and is also, in many ways, secluded. from the 
outside world. But this student has no campus. His buildings arc not architecture or the 
Greek order, and the scents he smells are certainly unnatural. This student confronts 
buildings which smack of despair, which are mere mirrors ofa society in the process of 
decay. These buildings tell no tales of famous philosophers. Instead, they cry ths sobs of 
broken men, poverty, and a downtrodden community. This student also breathes in the 
scent of grass - only this is the type coveted by those unhappy enough so as to desire 
an escape from society. Whei:i this student walks out of a building, he does not feel as 

The two clauses of his statement, identical except for the verbs, which are in turn : 
identical except for the middle consonants,. epitomize the man and the pathos of his fate. 

· Othello's last, remorseful, yearning thoughts are of Desdemona, of love before it turned 
to hate, of the love which still existed even at the moment it was overpowered by hate 
and which he . now almost ---------------------------------------, 
desperately reaffirms, as if the 

· prior kissing could somehow undo 
the killing. But the words also 
contain bitterly ironic self
awareness: kiss is transformed so 
easily into kill, as · the captivated 
lover . is rapidly replaced by the 
determined murderer. Tenderness 
and brutality are different facets of 
one personality, existing side by 
side, as . kiss and kill stand in 
symmetrical contrast in one line, 
distinguished from each other by 
the irrevocable finality of killing. 

The ability to compress · much 
· meaning into few words, or to 
. expand vastly the expressive poten
tial of -language, is one mark of a 
great poet. In the General 

· Prologue to the Canterbuy Tales, · 
, Chaucer frequently conveys much 

information by oblique means, 
such as the juxtap_osition . of 
characters. The friar, for instance, 
is followed by the merchant, and 
the proximity serves to establish a 

(Continued on Pagt 6, Col. 4) 

. Leo Taubes ;., a member of the 
Yuhiva College English 
Department 

For A New US-USSR 
Peace .Initiative 

By Seftator Henry M. Jacka 
We are now at ·a time when This is the problem of preventing a - answers · io the problems of 

those who speculate about what . nuclear war. For a long time, most peacekeeping. But if we arc all of 
the future holds for Americans people imagined that if a nuclear us still learning, we are at least 
have grounds for both hope and war ever broke out, it would begin students with a body of prior 
concern. with a premeditated and carefully e1<perience to draw upon and to 

On the good side, those who · planned surprise assault. Today, profit from. 
predicted that scores of millions of however, it is more and more One thing we ought . to have 
Americans would have long since being recognized that a nuclear learned is that there is no place for 
met thcii: 'rfld . , in a nl.li:I�. � war- ,ould bi:eak out ev�n though. : .bor_nl?a�t . and stridency in our 
holocaust have been proven neither side had planned or wanted discourse with other nations. If 
wfong. Also wrong have been it .. . It could break out not . by other· powers fail to heed the rules 
those who predicted that the Soviet deliberate intent,- but by accident · . of civility, so be iC A competition 
Union would have long, since. , or misunden'tandlng; There could . to.··• "'.ho: can sbund the .most 
imposed its will upon us. We arc be an accidental missile launch: Or'. tlii'eiltening and shout the '1oudest · 
today neither dead nor Red; we an intelligence-gathering error is one contest we need not enter. 
are very inuch alive and free. might lead one side to believe that History teaches also that our 

On the bad side, today's the other was about to launch a diplomacy must never promise 
structure of peace rests on nuclear salvo when in fact it was more than we can deliver. A 
foundations that are far from firm. not. Redeployments of strategic ·commitment that lacks the resour
Peace-th rea ten i ng problems weapons could be misinterpreted. ces needed to back it up sooner or 
abound -· take Afghanistan, or Terrorist groups could detonate a later become� _exposed for what it 
Poland's agony, or theMiddle East nuclear device and · one super- (Continued on Page 5. Col. I J 
turmoil, just for starters. power might think it was the · Henn• M. Jackson is the United 

One peace-threatening problem, responsibility of the other. State.v Senator (Democrat) from 
of course, overshadows all others. Nobody can lay claim to all the Washin ton 

_ The State of MYP I The Defense 
By Da,ltl Prince 

It is no secret that there arc 
problems with the Mazer Yeshiva 
Program. Practically everyone is 
late. · Some students don't · attend 
shiur on Sundays, while others 
won't show a couple of times a 
week. Then there arc some who 
only attend ahiur a couple of tiines 
a month. To sum it all up, the 
M11.er Yeshiva Program is not 
working as planned. · 

There is a minority of students 
who are not interested in learning 
and who are in Y.U. because of 
other reasons. Most of the M.Y.P. 
students, though, do have some 
desire- to loam. Both types of 
students, however, have a common 
problem. It is very difficult for one 
to belin college classes at 3:00 in 
the afternoon. Most students need 
a couple of hours a day to 
themselves. By taking a full credit 
load after 3:00, one does not find 
himself with very much free time. 

There arc some students who 
can devote their time for learning 
from 9:00 to 3:00. Many others 
cannot spare all this time. Conse
quently, a student comes late or 
occasionally misses a shiur. Many 
of the students who do attend 
shiur find it difficult to concentrate 
the entire duration of the shiur. A 
vicious cycle often begins. If this 
involved only a few individuals, i.t 
would he a problem. The fact is, it 
na\·id Prince i.1· a YC freshman in 
YP 

does involve the majority of the 
M.Y.P. students. 

The institution of attendance 
taken by work-study students is 
ludicrous. It is an attempt to treat 
the symptoms without givfng any 
recognition to the illness. When 
attendance is taken properly, it 
merely shows the seriousness of the 
problem. 
. Something of major significance 

must be done; The moat logical 
solution would be. to allot M.Y.P. 
the same hours as E.M.C. and 
J.S.S. Strict attendance could then 
be enforced. Students would be 
able to maintain their concen
tration and ,be more productive. 
Furthermore, it would case 
registration problems. Presently, it 
is very difficult squeezing all of the 
desired Y .C. courses into the 
limited time available. Amending 
M.Y.P. would open up more 
sections and be beneficial to 
students in all three Jewish studies 
divisions. Optional shiurim can be 
offered for those with the time for 
more learning. No one would have 
to learn less than he is now 
learning, but those who don't learn 
much now will find themselves 
learning more. 

We need a system that will 
work. The present system 
frustrates those who take it 
seriously and rewards those who 
abuse it. No one is satisfied with it; 
the time for a change has arrived. 

Recently, as always, there has 
been a movement here at Y cshiva 
University to "improve its state of 
affairs". These students propose a 
return to liberal arts, openness nad 
intellectualism. They should surely 
be commended for their interest iit 
upgrading this institution. Their 
outright condemnation of the 
present state of affairs, however, is 
unwarranted. They call for more 
debate and discussion over moral 
issues in a program in which 
people haven't even time to sleep. 
They are surprised at the lack of 
interest and involvement . of. stu
dents in class, after these pupils 
have been in class for five times as 
long as other collegiatcs in other, 
supposedly more intellectual, 
universities. They refer to the 
intellectualism of the Ivy League 
colleges as if those institutions had 
retained the intellectualism of the 
early part of the century while 
Y cshiva alone forged into the 
pragmatic 1980's. Are these critics 
not aware of the increasing 
number of engineering majors and 
other such practical majors in all 
universities? 

Furthermore, they call on the 
administration to implement a 
more extensive, required, liberal 
arts curriculum. Again, this sounds 
like an admirable proposal which 
would improve everyone's educa• 
tion. Upon closer examination, 
however. this suggestion too, is 

By Joel Flnkelneln 
impractical. Yeshiva University 
has always realized its responsibili
ty to provide Jewish youth with 
Jewish education at the college 
level. The university was in
novative enough to adjust its 
curriculum to suit the college 
youth. We cannot be ar. exclusive 
institution only for the most 
intellectual. The purpose of 
Yeshiva University is not to gloat 
over its high standards but to 
influence a great number of Jews 
in order to infiltrate Orthodox, 
learned people into all walks of 
life. 

Are the proponents of more 
liberal arts willing to sacrifice 
Yeshiva's capacity to influence the 
Jewish community for the sake of 
a few intellectuals? Whether for-• 
tunatc or unfortunate, most stu
dents today plan to go into 
medicine, computers, accounting, 
engineering, and other such highly 
specialized and competitive fields. 
Only if Yeshiva offers these majors 
and does not overburden these 
students with to many require
ments can we expect to attract a 
large student body. 

One of the basic fallacies in the 
approach of this movement to 
"upgrade" Yeshiva University is 
their assumption that the only real 
education is one containing liberal 
arts. The world is becoming 
increasingly specialized. As the 
body of human knowledge Cl\-

though he is entering the Athens of 
antiquity: inste.ad he feels as if he 
is about to plunge into Dante's 
inferno. This second student at
tends Yeshiva University in up
town Manhattan. But perhaps the 
student has no right to complain 
of his "plight". Yeshiva University 
is a small college and simply 
cannot afford the grandiose 
aesthetics of the larger, wealthier 
university. Bemoaning his lack of 
beautiful architecture is, in essence, 
bemoaning a lack of luxury. And 
luxury, by definition, is not 
necessary. Yet the student's other 
complaint, that of a lack of any 
semblance of campus, may indeed 
be justified - sociologically and 
psychologically. 

Dr. Henry Leni,ard, "9(cuor of 
·socioiogy ai Yeshiva College, · 
explains that "in order for people 
to learn. there must be a setting in 
which to interact." Dr. Lennard 
further explained that education is 
not merely a transmission of 
material - it is also student-

(Continued on Page 7, Col. 4) 

Ja.v Au.vlauder i.v a YC .wphomore 
in EMC 

pands, each person must either 
resign himself to the study of the 
old knowledge or take on the 
study of one branch (or even a 
leaf) of the new tree of knowledge. 
Both of these studies are important 
and necessary. The study of 
biology or computers in college 
cannot be compared to the study 
of carpentry in a vocational 
school, as some people claim. The 
technical fields involve highly 
advanced procedures which must 
be studied on a college level. 

In addition, these so-called 
intellectual critics of Yeshiva claim 
that the students here are not 
sufficiently open or even exposed 
to new and different points of 
view. This may be so, but are the 
critics as accepting of pre
accounting majors as they wish 
their friends would be of them? 
More fundamentally, however, it is 
unreasonable of these critics to 
expect students in a religious 
institution to be as open as those 
in a secular university. The 
students here assume that there is 
a basic conformity of opinions on 
religious issues. 

In terms of the study o_f Biblical 
criticism, these students are part of 
the obsolete movement which 
supports such study. Today, peo• 
pie arc focusing more (to quote an 
overused saying) on "it" than 
"about it". No matter how 
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OP-ED 
The Wall 

By Ira Mellllll 

"Oh No, another article about 
Aliyah!" This statement combined 
with an appropriate expletive will 
probably be your reaction �o this 
article if I do not preface it with an . 
explanation. Therefore, · to avoid 

ridicule, I su�mit· my· explanation: 
This is by no means an article on 
Aliyah; it is rather a treatise on the 
art or self-deception. 

American Jew employs rationaliza-
tions. 

One popular 'rationalization is 
the oft-heard statement, "Israel 
i,ceds me to be in the United 
States. The power of my vote helps 
Israel." It should be apparennhat 
this s@tement is little more than 

· an excuse. The loss of a: pro-Israel 
vote in the United States is a ready 
price paid for the addition of an 
active contributor to Israeli socie- · 
ly. 

The practice of self-deception is 
at the same · time · apparently 
impossible and extremely effective. 
Deception occun when one knows 
the truth- and hides it from Some American Jews use 
someone clae. ·1t follows; therefore, another particularly effective 
that ldl-deception entails knowing device: These Jews, recognizing the 
the truth . and hidini it . from obligation of Aliyah, can not 
oneself. How can one mind employ a standard excuse but · 
simultaneously know the truth and instead deceive themselves in an 
not know it? The fact remains that ingenious fashion. "I will . make 
we do mau,e to deed� ourselves. Aliyah in · a few y�rs after I· earri 
W l'sh ·h· I · some money,'' they say. The few e · acc:omp I t ... by P acing the years . usually turn into a li_fetime. · truth in a diatant comer- or the 
mind �nd building a wall around Like all rules, this rule too has 
it. The bricks· of this wall are exceptions. There are afew. groups 

· of Jewa who have unselfish alternatives to the truth and theY motivations for their deci1ioris to . serve two r unctions. They render 
the truth · inaccesible to us · and · reside in America. One such s,oup 
, i be lied is cOhlprised of those who feel that ,orm a rescrvo r to · ea . upon no Jewish state should be: formed in certain situations. · 

To illustrate this idea, J refer until th� messiah comes. Another 

The State Of Our · School 
By Mkllael Mun- men . who attend thfs one institu-

We may devote considerable lion. They may come from 
tiine and effort to discussing the different countries, look, dress, . 
pros and cons of and possjble and talk diff'erently and have 
improvements for various aspects different goals, but Y.U. can help 
· of our university, but the most · each individual •ttain his goals. 
fundamental and profound ques- For many the only limitation is 
tion is seldom addressed. Is Y.U . . · time. Some spend practically every 
suc:ceasful? A prerequisite for waking moment, not needed for 
answering · this question is the college work, invoJved in the study 
determination of the terms in of Torah. They attend the same 
which we should describe classes as others, whose priorities 
Yeshiva's success . or failure. W.e lie in secular studies, professional 
are · not able to compare it .. t9 goals,• extracurricular activities, or 
Harvard or the Mierer · Y eahiva. · recreational activities. 
Consequent1y, .we may, at times, Many individuals, · whose main 
feel· inferior. What we must bear in objective during their college years 
mind, though, is • that_ they can't is not Torah, manage to spend 
compare to us. Naturally, that's several hours each day earnestly 
true. Some insitutions have Torah; . learning Torah. This is the great 
othe.n have secular studies; Y.u� success of Y.U. A young man who 
has both, Torah U'Madah. But could have satisfied his basic goals 
don't some yeshiva boyi also go to in another college can satisfy these 
college? And don't some college goals jn Yeshiva and learn at the 
students also learn? That . may � same time. His gains will · far 
true, but ' Y.U. has both of these outweigh his sacrifices. · 
types - and everything · in But . what about those who 
between. 

· 
dev..ote little time or effort to the 

Some people tend_ to think tfiat study of Torah? Isn't it terrible 
all Y.U. guys a,e alike. To an that there is a sizable number of 
exte!'lt 'they are correct. All ,  Y:U. young men in Yeshiva who don't• 
guys have three things in common. daven three times a day? Maybe. 
They are Jewish, . they attend On the other hand, isn't it great 
Yeshiva College, and they're guys. that individualJ' without an ideal 

There is a. . vast spectrum --of commitment to Judaism still go to · 
different kinds of vouna · Jewish Yeshiva? It certainly appears to be 

amazing that Y.U. is .capable of 
attracting such people. Some of 
these entering freshmen emerge as 
Jews committed · to Torah in every 
conceivable way. Others at least 
maintain a far greater Jewish 
identity than wq&1ld have . been 
otherwise possible. This should not 
be overlooked. 

Basically, one can gel out of his 
Yeshiva experience all that he puts 
into it and inore. Each indbiidual 
is afforded the opportunity to 
succeed in the areas he wants to. 
There is obviously no guarantee, 
but Yeshiva has a . . pretty good 

record whether · discussing getting 
students into professional and 

• graduate schools or producing 
leaders in the Jewish community. 
Whatever we do must work. 

_. Obviously, Yeshiva has a lot of 
problems. It's one thing to do the 
impossible. We can't be expected 

to be perfect at it. These problems 
should be given th� · necessary 
consideration and proposals to 
alleviate them · should. be for- · 
mulited; What we must bear in 
mind, though, is that somehow we 

.are successful. Generally speaking, 
Y.U. does realize its goals. So 
maybe we should have a .. little 
more pride • and · respect for 
ourselves and our institution. And 
maybe if we do, others will too. 

you to one of the finder perfor- auch _group contains/people · who 
mances of the art of self-deception, would-like to make Aliyah but-feel 

the one given in connection with a responsib!lity tow�rd� their 
Aliyah. In this . instance, the fellow American Jews, m�luded 

I A M d Pr . al . _J alternatives take ·the form ol amo�g the� 
l
people

k 
are r

Th

abb11 and .. ·
, .· ·. . . 

. 0 _est . 0. . po· ·s· . . . . . . 
rationalizations. The truth is that '. · �rt�•n �•a w�r. ,.-s .. . · . · ere are 

L.. _;...._ _____________ ..;... ______ __.=---,---- By Ralph Sutton · . the typical' American 'Jew remaina . posa1bly a _few �ore, �xceptl.o?s but , . . . ; 
in America tor._. .. reuon1. A the . !u'e . 11 that _Amencan .Jews , ln. )o"a�a.n . . S��•s , � A . Modest findin1 and calls for change, in o·ur institutions. Despite a slim course 
laCik or courap and strenph is remain •n Ametica · for telfish Propo�I', thcf satinst sugested a institutions cart be very· frustrating. · offering, new sections, and even · 
e8'eritially ·.his· motivation. Unable reasons. , solution to the great 17th century When I personally began to courses can be requested of the 
or unwilling to . relinquish his high . I do not expect an increase in famine in Ireland. The Irish, to realize how painfully inadequate 06ln and· arrangell with. pressure 
standard of livin1, he declines to Aliyah as a result of this article. As paraphrase Swift, shouJd sink" their my collegiate .experience here was from only a handful of students. 
sacrifice of himself and live in I stated before, this is not an teeth into the tender flesh of and started weighing the pros and For those feeling unchallenged· in 
J1rael. However, since one .finds it objective of my writing. I merely cooked children. My proposal is cons of transferring, I began also, their present coursework or ma
hard to acknowledp the existence hope to open some eyes . to the less shocking. While Yeshiva to appreciate some benefits which jors, the option for advanced 
of these traits in oneself, the · trutb behiod the wall;Jet us call a Colege is certainly no feast, it is no line the dark clouds. forgetting for directed study exists. The faculty, 
l I. · .  spade 11a spade." 

· great famine _either. It is the a moment the possibilities for notwithstanding its tense • _ro_Jf__�ls� ! is O YC Junf!!,jn_ YP .resronsibjlity of (each) student to spiritual enrichment at YU, the relationship with the admipistra-

fROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK 

make his college years stimulating opportunitiC$_ for growth in more tion, is sincerely. comntitted to 
·· and widening academically and · secular areas are subtly dauling. helping .students become educated, 

otherwise. Granting that construe- In the realm of academics, the especially when the initiative 
tive criticism is often the catalyst small size or our college allows the comes from the students them
to change, devoting a sizable J acuity to be much more 1u:cessible selves. 

. . amount of energy towards fault- on a personal le'vel than at larger Non-curricular activities easily 
.._ _______ By Aff'llla• �•dder ·-------- accessible to the YC un-

to allow everyone the opportunity · I am aware that my attitude may dergraduate are much, much, 
· _In addressing myself to the daily 
and weekly function of Student 
Council, it is difficult to isolate 
any particular a• being the obstacle 
to ·attaining fulfillment of all our 
soaJJ. lnterestin1ly enou,h, "on 
paper" every issue and item of . 
Student Council·conc:em, thus far, 

· has been acclaimed · a relative 
success; If so, what prompts my 
dissatisfaction? · An apparent con
tradiction of terms? I don't believe 
so. . 

Pffhapi a brief inspection of die 
functions of your elected repraen
tatives and their various extensions 
wiR shed fiaht on this paradox; a 
well �ormins Council, whose 
pr�idcnt \is hardly content. On a 
daily basis, members · of the 
Student Council undertake 
manifold duties in their service to 
you . An overwhelming majority of 
these are exerciaed · N9Ularly, 
without attenlion ·or reward. It i1 
analoaous to "Keeping Hou�", 
but, none-the-less, requires a 
significant investment or time and 
ener1y. Their dedication and that 
of those who spend equally long 
houn running our clubs/societies 
and newspapcn, . is , not self 
c::cntcred, nor directed to the 
abstract "scho'OI"; but to you; 

_ lriend� cl111mate, and electorate. 
or mo;e · prominent notice arc 

'5CVff81 cateaorin Qf:j_..., Student 
Council events have been frequent 
anC, qualitative succn..a r or the 

most part, yet, I'm aure there are 
those of you who "may disapee on 
both counts. I will attempt to 
explain the difference in our 
penpcctives . . Given the size of our 
student body, two implicit restric
tions are a lack of available 
participants and fundifta. With this 
in mind, the . relative number · of 
activities in any given week offen 
stude1,1ts a wide variety of outlets 
includin& attending athletic con
tCSII (as participant and 1pectator), 
ilf uminatin1 speaken, theatre par
ties, an evcnin1 at a aiaht dub, 
concert, play or movie. Objcc:tive 
evaluations rate our evenb alon1 a 
continuum rrom moderate . to 
enormous u,ceu; still, many of 
you do .not take advatttqc .or the 
opportunities 11ff orded, and usual� 
ly, you are the same _element which 
later complains or projects indif
ference.· I could, and juatifiably so, 
i1nore thii element, with the 
knowled1e and confidence that we 
arc working earnestly and produc
tively, but J choose not to. 

Much of our activity . is 
manifested by . clubs and aocieties, 
which are involved in a diveniriecl 
anay ·ol activities. Our financial 
support of these extensions . of 
Student Cotlncil drain• a larse 
majority of our operatina budget, 
and, 11 such, certain fantaatic 
plans . and ideas are financially 
inconceivable. Student Council 
1enerally subsidizes all events, u 

to putake, and our · limitations in suprise many of you, especially in greater than those open to students 
the way of programming are more light of the generally excellent or most other colleges. Radio, 
rcfloctive of bud1etary considers- feedback n:prding the function of drama, the newspapers, and in-
tions than sensitivity and effort. · Council. However, I will not allow tramural sports teams are a · 

. Enhancement of the general a feeling of accomplishment to fraction of the possibjlities 
extra curricular environs is not instigate passive acceptance of a available. With competition less 
merely restricted to events. We good situation, when a better .one than cut-throat in these .purauits, 
believe that our careful monitoring · is · within our grasp. Complacency anyone with reasonable motivation 
of clubs and societies - has, in has little place in our structure and can enter them. This is not the case 
conjunction with their excellent (believe we all have the right to _ elsewhere. And frighteningly, these 
leadenhip, resulted in increased expect the highest caliber · of may be the only years to 
involvement The provision of an achievement from everyone· under experiment with different or un
outlet f()f various ICrious and the Yeshiva College Student Coun- usual activitites. 
acceaory interests is a priority and · cil umbrella. With this in •mind, I'd Finally, another overlooked 
has • been treated as such. Ad- like to reiterate that we arc asset of Yeshiva is our campus; 
ditionally, significant efforts. have providig ;you with the necelllllry not the grounds or neighborhood 
been undertaken to hi1hlight issues leadenhip and oppqrtunities, yet, of course, which are abysmal, but 
of Jcwisb concern • in the world it is of little practical value unless rather its location in the borough 
around us, as evidenced by the it is recosnized and utilized to t_he of Manhattan. Only Columbia and · 
rallia and the activity of the larael fulleat extent. Yeshiva share the distinction of 
Affain Committee. The efforts, Furthermore, I would like to being in Manhattan and yet having 
preaently being channeled into the urge all students to be aware and a somewhat insular community. 
refurbishing of the Morg. base- informed by reading all posted And with our theaters, concerts, 
ment lounae-1ameroom, _ will announcements and guidelrnes; to museums, and -movies, the atten
provide the students with a -riew take a more active role in events of tion of the country is focused on 
area · to relax and interact. interest to you; to make your New York City. It seenis almost 
Forthcoming plans for the remain- college experience meriting of criminal to me that some students 
der of this semester and the spring . greater praise than graduating at Yeshiva do not take complete 
indicate that our activity will be Summa Cum Laude. My door and advantage of the city, and restrict 
somewhat increased; however, not that of Vice President, Ben themselves to a very few . areas. 
to be mi1leadin1, I think it should Kmhenbaum, and Secretary- The point of all this 'is: If one 
be undentood that there's a finite Treasurer, Gary Belleman, are finds himself here for whatever 
amount we can do. The key to real always open to you. Please use reasons, preprofessional, purely 
succeu i1 in your hands, a, cliche that to your advantage. It has been religious, or any mixture of the 
as It may sound, and though we'll lllid or the nature of my columns _ two, one owes it to oneself to sink 
proceed with the effcctin1 of aH that the melll!l1e is often too · his teeth into all the ,,,positive 
our plan,, in anticipation of your tran1ce11dental. I do 'hope I've opportunities which uist. Instead 
cooper.atiotJ . and enthU1ia1m, succeeded in reaching you diroctly of being frustrated, feast · on the 
without it they are for no.ught. and honestly. unique spotty Yeshiva experience. · 
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overused that idea may be, there is 
certainly much validity in concen
trating our efforts on the thou
sands of pages of traditional 
literature rather than taking crash 
courses in criticism in which the 
criticized teitt is often unfamiliar to 
the entire class. We haven't time 
for questio'ns of "why?" when we 
haven't even begun to answer the 
question of "what". 

No one can deny that the Y .U. student benefits 
immensely from a small and genuinely concerned 
_faculty. whose doors are · alw_ays open for a student to 
sit down and talk. (This rare commodity was noted 
by the New York Times Selective Guide to the College 
in contrast to an institution such as Harvard. The 
autb,or cautioned that although the Harvard faculty 
seems to .be forever winning Nobel prizes and 
Presidenti.al appoi11tments, the Harvard un
dergraduate should never expect to sit down to coffee 
and donuts with John Kenneth Galbraith.) 

·That brings us to the issue of 
time. Had Yeshiva students had 
ten hours (rec a day, they would be 
more likely to engage in deep 
philosophical discussions during 
part of their free time. Due to the 
long and highly pressurized 
schedule at Yeshiva, however, it 
would be unreasonable to expect 
from the Y.U. student the same 
amount of intellectual discussion 
as from his counterpart at Colum
bia or elsewhere. 

And _of an even more enduring value are the 
friendships that develop among the students here. 
The. kinship of a . common destiny forges bonds 
between Y. U. students that are unrivalled on any 

. campus across the country. To know that no matter 
w�at th� problem, or the time of day, a student in 
trouble can knock on any dorm room · door and 
receive a helping hand, is an asset that the largest 
endowment cannot buy. 

There is no crime in demanding the best, and 
voicing di_sappointment at unfulfilled expectations. 

. But to be fair, the objective observer must 
periodically step back out of the battle trenches and 

· thorughly examine the broad picture .- and after all 
to be honest enough to say, "Hey, it's not so bad." 

The key issue at hand is realism. 
On the issues of majors, openness, 
requirements, etc., the cirtics of 
Yeshiva University maintain ap
proaches as • unrealistic as their 

· proposed education. Such 
theoretical educations may be 
quite desirable, but their entire 
view of life and of the unversity 
should be viewed with a touch of 
realism . 

In fact, it's pretty damn good.' 

For A New US-USSR 
. Peace Initiative 

(Continued from Page J, . .  Col. 4} 

is - a sham. Benjamin Franklin 
had the words for it: "Promises 
may get thee friends but non
performan� will turn them into 
enemies." 

· Past _ experience further un
derscores the central role that 
patience and perseverance must 
play in any successful diplomacy. 
There arc no quick cures. 

The past also teaches that our 
diplomacy should reflect a matu.re 
patriotism that sees our nation for 
what it � - a country with both 
strengths and weaknesses, but also 
a country in which the good much 
outweighs the bad. If there is no 
call for jingoistic chest-thumping, 
neither is there any need for self-
flagellation. -- · 

And of special importance, 
history shows how essential it is 
that governments stay in touch and 
keep talking with each other -
above all when peace-endangering 
·developments threaten. 

In this regard, World War I and 
the Cuban missile crisis present 
contrasting lessons. In . 1914, 
Europe's statesmen failed to keep 
talking and consulting with each 
other · in the weeks and days 
preceding the war's outbreak .  They 
let unfolding events get out of 
hand. Millions then died in a war 
that none of the great powers had 
really wanted. In 1 1 962, American 
and Soviet leaders did keep talking 
with each other, when superpower · 
war threatened following the 
introduction of Soviet missiles into 
Cuba. The leaden of the two sides 
thereby kept matters under con
trol. War was averted. 

If there were now to be some 
· accident or misunderstanding that , 
could cause either superpower to 
fear that a nuclear assault against 
it was imminent, it would be of 
literally life and death importance 
that the two ·sides keep talking 
with each other. Otherwise, a 
runaway chain reaction of 
political-military measures and 
countermeasures and counter
countermeasures could end in a 
nuclear holocaust that neither side 
intended. 

The only instrument currently 
a\lailable for direct consultation 
between the two superpowers is the 
20-year-old Washington-Moscow 
hotline. But the hotline has 
important limitations as a peace
keeping institutional mechanism. 
The heads of state do not actually 

talk with each other over the Specifically, I have been urging 
hotline. They communicat.e only that our government negotiate 
through exchanges of teletype with the Soviet Union the earliest 
messages that must be transcribed, possible creation of a Joint U.S.
encoded, transmitted, . decoded, USSR Consultation Center - a 
trnaslated and retranscribed. None new insti.tution to facilitate im
of the subtleties of direct ghce-and- mediate information exchanges 
take - so crucial to understanding and consultations between the two 
- can be conveyed by such countries when events occur that . 
disembodied messages. could trigger a nuclear war not 

Commendably, the i>rcsidenthas . intended ordesired by either side. '  
suggested that the possibility be The Center would' be a perma
explored of technologically up- nent organization at a location 
dating· the hotline to permit voice agreeable to both sides. It would 
communication. Certainly this have areas where the Soviet and 
should be done. American representatives would 

Yet, even a modernized hotline meet and consult together, and 
is not of much help if a peace- also areas where they could work 
threatening · emergency occurs and confer · in private. The 
when the heads of state are out of American staff would be linked to 
effective touch both with each Washington by secure American
other and with their key advisers. controlled communication links, 
During 198 1 ,  the President was out and the Soviets would be tied to 
of Washington for all or most of Moscow through their own com-
106 days, the Secretary of State for munications system. The Center 
1 29 days and · the Secretary of would be open, fully staffed, every 
Defense for 1 54 days. I would be hour of the day and every day of 
surprised if the away-from- the year. 
Moscow figures were greatly The two staffs should include 
different for their Soviet counter- technical advisers and military 
parts. representtives knowledgeable 

Moreover, there is no way in about such matters as command, 
which Americans or Soviets below control and surveillance systems, 
the highest government levels can force deployments, readiness 
now quickly confer with their testing procedures and the like. 
counterparts when emergencies However, the Center's basic mis
arise. Under existing procedures, it sion would be neither technical nor 
could take many days to secure the military. The decisive issues of 
needed clearances and concurren- nuclear war or peace are and 
ces, and to work out the required always will be political and 
administrative arrangements. diplomatic, and the Center's staff-

What must now be done seems ing should renect this fact. 
to me .self-evident. The Center would be i_nstantly 

Clearly, we must pursue nuclear alerted when there were any war
arms reduction, with a steady and threatening developments. It would 
relentless determination. Nuclear supplement, and work in tandem 
force levels at their present size · with, the modernized hotline. The 
and balance are manifestly superpower dialogue in time of 
dangerous. We need to win Soviet crisis could thus become vastly 
agreement to deep cuts in our more effective. The two sides at 
nuclear arsenals to a far lower, less the Center would consult by 
menacing level - and then keep actually talking with each other 
workh:ig for the eliminatiod of all face-to-face across the width of a 
nuclear weapons. conference table, and each side 

Yet, major and mutual arms would report its assessment as 
cuts, vitally needed though they qiuckly as possible to the tops of 
are, won't by themselves assure their governments. As needed, 
peace. We must also face up to the Soviet and American eitperts on 
shortcomings of the hotline. We the kind of problem threatening 
must supplement it by building the peace could meet with each 
a d d  i t  i o n  a I i n s t i t u t i o n  a I other without any bureaucratic 
mechanisms for keeping Moscow delays. The two teams would be 
and Washington in close and known quantities to each other, 
continuing touch with each other, and this could assist iri un
so that accidents or misun- derstanding and in judging the 
derstandings do not get out of credibility or their counterparts. 
hand. The Center could work on crisis 

Behind Dorm Doors 

What do you think of the - Y. U. 
cheerleaders? 

If this is what Torah U'M1d1h means 
today •- I like it! 

Josh Canter 
J.S.S. Julor 

It adds new dim"nsions to the team 
and we especially like the "play before" 
gametime. 

Da.W Relsau 
E.M.C. Setdor 

I feel that in light of the fact that this 
is a Yeshiva University and this place 
should uphold Tznius, the cheerleaders 
are totally out of the question. 

D1Yld E. Golden 
· J.S.S. Junior 

At least they're not boys. 
Moshe Zleafer 
E.M.C. Junior 

I can see it now - Sol Krevsky, 
driving downcourt, passes the ball into 
the stands. oops - I shouldn't have 
looked at those cheerleaders. 

Dnld Sliver 
J .S.S. Sophomore 

, prevention as well as crisis 
resolution. It might draft proposed 
codes of nuclear conduct for the 
two superpowers. Each side might 
agree to refrain from doing things 
- undertaking certain types of 
force deployments or readiness 
exercies, for instance - that might 
appear threatening to the other 
side. 

The early establishment of a 
Joint Center would produce still 
further benefits. 

Popular fears over nuclear war 
are fueled in part by a concern that 
war might break out by accident 
just because Moscow and 
Washington were out of touch and 
not talking to each other. This 
permanent Center - in business 
around the clock - could do 
much to lessen these apprehen
sions. 

Furthermore, agreement on the 
Center could help strengthen our 
relations with our friends and 
allies, and our European partners 
in particular. They have as big a 
stake as we do in preventing an 
accidental nuclear war. They 
would surely applaud an American 
initiative to create an institution 
making such a conflagration less 
likely. 

And, very important, I believe 
an early accord on creation of the 
Joint Center would increase the 
chances of success in the Geneva 
Arms Reduction Talks. The road 
we will have to travel to arrive at 
peace-serving weapons cuts will 
almost certainly be difficult and 
long. But the Center could so 
clearly serve the interests of both 
our sides that it should be possible 
to bring it into being at an early 
date. A negotiating success in this 
regard would be reassuring, and it 
could help build world confidence 
in the possibilities for stability and 
peace. 

Y.C.S.C. 

Meeting Held 
Nov. 23 - A general meeting of 

YCSC was held tonight. A major 
issue discussed at the meeting was 
the renovation of the gameroom in 
the Morg dermitory basement. 
The room is about to be painted, 
money changers are going to be 
installed, and new video games put 
in .  

December is traditionally a busy 
month for Student Council ac
tivities and this year is no 
exception. Various activities were 
mentioned at the meeting: 

The student directory is now 
underway. It will be a co-ed 
directory with both Yeshiva and 
Stern College students listed. On 
December 6th and 8th the First 
Aid Society will be giving a CPR 
course and everyone is invited to 
take the course. The YCDS play, 
"The Shadow Box", begins 
December 18th and runs through 
Thursday, December 23rd . Tickets 
are still available fot,. most of the 
shows. 

Two other major events men
tioned at the meeting were the YC
Stern Shabbaton which will take 
place during the December 1 0th 
weekend. and the annual YC 
blood drive, which is scheduled for 
Thursday, December 2l 

FOR SALE ! 

1975 DODGE MONACO 
See 8-Z Smilchensky 
Mortt 706 928- 1 273 
Exttllat COditiOII! 
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Establishment · Of Discussion Sessions 
To Strengthen Intellect�alism At YC 

By Dalllel Zanier · 
The ,claim that Yeshiva College 

is no more than a pre-professional 
launching pad has often . been 
heard in the halls of this 
institution. Recent - criticism has 
stressed the · lack of a so-called 
intellectualism in our education 
and • overindulgerie of purely 
pragmatic knowledge. Responses 
to this claim come in various· 
forms. Some students attempt 
direct changes in . the curriculum 
and thereby sect to ,improve pur 
intellectual development. Recently, 
however. a �mall group of students 
within Yeshiva are seeking to do 
battle with this problem in another 
way. . . _ 

Therefore, this group of students 
has committed itself to the 
establishment of discussion ses
sions which will . be coridlicted · by . student( . expressly for students. 
Th� fint.m�i�g ·of the new group 
took place on T�av December 

·1th and dealt with the re1oquent 
topic of the Hirschian Educational 
Philosophy (Torah Im Derech 
Eretz) 

The leader of the first session, 
Daniel Lehmann, hopes Jhese 
metting will accomplish several 
things. First · and foremost, that 
this discussion group will catalyze 
the establishment of an environ
ment within the college conducive 
to intellectual inquiry. 

While beginning with Hirsch's 
philosophy of educating ·. Mr. 
Lehmann's intent is that the group 
will engage a wide variety of topics 
not usually en�ounte�d in a 
formal educational setting; A 
second goal of this. project, is to 
communicate to . the · faculty and 
administration that there indeed 
exists · a growing · number of. 
students committed to the further
ing of rj_ew and innovative 
academic programs. 

Another interesting feature of 
. the as yet unnamed group is that it 
was initiated soley by students and 
Mr. Lehmann stressed he would 
not be lecturing on Hirschian 
'thought bui rather he would lead a 
discussion on the subject and so, 
proper preparation was · requested 
of the participants. Finally Mr. 
Lehmann foresees that granted 
initial success, faculty members 
will be invited to speak both in the 
areas of their expertise an.d on 
br'oader . topics of academic 
interest. 

Indeed this project contains 
many unique and . intriguing ele
ments with which to combat a 
problem . w_hich has plagued 
Yeshiva C_ollegc, for yeats, namely 

· intellectual stagnation. The success 
of this project lies totally in the 
hands of the students and will 
serve· as .an indicator of the viabilty 
of a t�l intellectual community at 
Yeshiva. 

r 

NEW· COURSE OFFERINGS 
·, BIOLOGY 49: BIOLOGICAL-ASPECTS OF BIOETHICS 
INSTRUCTOR: Dr. �oses D. Tendler, Professor and Chairman, Department or Bioto,y, Yeshiva Collep 

This 1tew course will explore the phyaiolopcal, ccofoaical and epidemoloaicaf basis of decision makin1 in the · 
field or bioethics. Topics to be discussed will include: �n·traception and sterilization, abortion, genetic 
screening; m:ombinant DNA research, eugenics, in-vitro fertilization, euthanasia, definition or death, patient's 
right to know, human experimentation and transplantation, mood modifying drugs and psychosurgery, and 

· pesticid� use. · 
This 2 credit cou� will meet M-W, 4-S p.m. It is open to all students who have completed Bio 1 -2. and two 

addition�! BiofoSY- electives. 

W� .... y-, �- I, 19112 
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Readi�g - Literature 
And Reading The Bible 

(Continued from Page J. Col. I) 

, 
methodology, as do modem 
scholars like Nechama Leibowitz. 
Close r:eading of a text is . .  by no 

thematic li.nk between the two means a modern critical invention; 
men: the corrupt friar uses his attentiveness to subtle verbal 
religion to make money, and for nuances, to repetitions and ap-
the single-minded merchant mak• parent redundancies, interconnec-

. ing money is almost a religion. tions and parallels, syntactic and 
The. most striking feature of the structural anomalies, . has been the 

two descriptions, however, is the hallmark of centuries of Biblical 
. disparity in size. The friar's exegesiJ. 
portrait, the longest in the entire Nevetheless, literary explication 
p_rologue, has four times as many differs in· significant ways from 
lines as · the merchant's which is traditional e)(egesis. For one thing, 
one of the shortest. Furthermore; Midrashic commentaries are often · 
Chaucer tells us the friar's name, moralistic or homiletic in inten-
1:f uberd, in the last line, and just · tion, rather than strictly inter-
fiftcien lines l�ter observes casually pretive, and therefore are - not 
about the mercbant, "He.certainly particularly concerned with psy-
was a fine man, but to tell the chological plausibility or with 
truth, I c:ion't know his name." ·elucidating the setting and a.t• 
Now many of the pilgrims are not mo1phere of a narrative. For 
named, but here ·· Chaucer is another, they are usually cir-
manifestly - going out of his way to cumscribed, dissecting with great 
underline 'the namelessness, saving acuity ah . individual episode, but 
the information for the concluding neglecting its import in terms of 
line after having:previously used a the entire story. Because of this 
concluding line to bestow a name. fragmentary quality, Midra1hic 
This parallelism is • not accidental. . exegesis doe� not often provide 
The merchant has beeri depicted as insight into the whole sweep and 
a pompous, self-inflated man, and scope of an extended narrative, or 
by conspicuously devoting a men:: treat problems of, continuity and 
fifteen lines to him and in addition consistency. Literary analysis, on 
denying him a name, Chaucer has the other hand, has no moralistic 
simply dismissed · the man as aims; it . · attempts to produce 
insigni(icant, not worth bothering comprehensive interpretations that 
with. A fine needle of sarcasm, scrutinize the parts, clarify their 

. .. •' , . .  ' ·  . .  
PHILOSOPHY 73: BELIEF AND RELIGIOUS COMMiTMENT 

sharpened by artistry, quite interdependence, and integrate .the 
' ' deflates the poor merchant. whole with its parts so that they 

' \  

INSTRUCTOR: Rabbi Shalom. Canny, ·Instructor, Department of Judaic Studies, Yeshiva College 
• This counc will explore the role of philosophy :and the liberal aiu (particularly literature) within a reli1iou1 

intellectual world-view. Topics to be diic:ulled wiD incl�de; Medieval views of. Jewish philoaophcn on . . . 
philOIOPhY (Albo, Bahye, Saadia); modern criticisms of medieval position; rcworkinp of relation between 
faith and reason in modem thought (Barth, Kierlccrgaard, Newman); Jewish critiques and defenses of secular 
studiea in modern world �inch, Lamm Lichtenstein, B.B. Liebowitz, Soloveitchilt, Wasserman); literature 
and religio111 �ief (Jewish and non-Jewiib tats). . · · · . . 

· 
· This ·3 credit 1:0urse will meet M-W; 5-6: IS p.ni: : lt:ill open to all interested itudenti.' 
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THE COPY SHOP PLUS 
2557 Amsterdam Avenue (187th Si.) 

928-6462 
Ploto Co,m � Sdool S.,plw1 - Food· 
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_ PRE-MED SOCIETY -• 
MEETING 

Financial Amlltance for 
Medical ud Delltll School 
Slffkn: Dr. Stephen Lazar 
Thun., Dec. 9, 2:45 P,M. 

F535 
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Pl- EASE 
GIVE . · 

.. Intercollegiate Ski Trip to Vermont's 
SMUGGLERS' NOTCH SKI R�RT 

Fl,e Daysof s.Jlaa A .. ...,. 
SUNDAY JAN. 23 tin THURSDAY. JAN. r, 

COLLEGE INTERSl'.SSION 

FEATURING: A spectacular 3 mountain complex· with · · 
exhilirating trails and deluxe condominiums (fireplaces) • at 
the foot ·of the slopes. Four full nights of roaring fun with · 
live ,,.tr.rtainment, •disco and lounges. F�r the active there 
is ina-,, M • --"'ing, tennis and ice skating. 

,f 1 : Tnnsportation, lodging & lift tickets . 
fl: I 1 plus lessons 
fl3: fll plus equipment" 
fl,4: fll plus equipment & lessons 

LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE . .  
RESERVE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. 

For reservations and all info, call: 
SETH at (2 12) 544-9896, and 

MAYER at (212) 261 -7626 
S!O DEPOSIT BY DEC. 1st. 

$189 
5214 
S2l4 
5244 

BL-000! 

YESHIVA COLLEGE 

oata th dee 23 
Tme ,� 8130 

Place commons 
' •  

w s.s w 

�A��l.lo 
.,..co mmons 

�non May Give Blood On 
Either Day ' 
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One further example is provided illuminate and enrich each other. 
by the opening scenes of the Iliad. A literary approach to the Bible, 
As,amemnon has refused to return therefore, can be a valuable aid to 

' 'the'captnrcd :daughter 'ofChryses, understanding the narrative sec-
a priest of Apollo, anll has insulted lions. 
and threatened . the aged father, As a non-comprehensive illustra-

. who ap�ls to Apollo for revenge. tion or ... this approach, let u1 
When Agemeinnon is , ,at length · examine one of. 'the-moat powerful · 
penuaded to restore· th� girl ,  he . and ' dramatic ·Biblical · llarratives, 
insists on some kind of compenia- · the exodus fron, Egypt. Unfor-
tion,,.and after trading insults wifJI tunately, beacuase · of the 
Achilles --he seizes Briseis,, a · girl traditional division of the Torah 
who had been awarded to Achilles into weekly portions, we do not 
as prize. At this point the famous usually experience the text as an 
wrath of Achilles is aroused. integral -continuum. As a result, we 

These episodes of petty behavior miss the dynamics of the events, 
might seem too trivial to introduce the gradual development, inc:reas-
a great epic, butthey parallel very . ing urgency, fluctuations and rising 
precisely, if implicitly, the central tensions, which build up to an 

. issue of the Trojan war, namely ov�rwhelming climax. 
the ·abduction of Menelaus' wife What exactly constitutes the 
Helen �Y -Paris. Agamemnon, in climax is a matter of disagreement, 

, effect, has done to Chryses and to and it is perhaps well to define the 
Achilles what Paris did to boundaries of the n'llrrative we an:: 
Menlaus, a similarity noted in considering: Obviously the victory 
Book IX by Achilles himself, and song at the Red Sea is climictic, 
the outcome in each instance is and Hertz in his introductory 
disastrous. The insult to Chryses comments to the Book of Exodus 
results in a plague which ravages consequently regarc:ls the fint 
the Greek camp for nine days, (the fifteen chapten as one unit. The 
army has been �ieging Troy for of\-repeated notion, however, that 
nine years), and the Insult to the sole purpose of the freeing of 
Achilles results in his stubborn the Jews was their eventual 
refusal to flght any longer, which receiving of the Law points to the 
"sent the souls or many gallant . n::velation at Sinai as the genuine 
noblemen to Hades" and · almost climax, and t-e drowning of the . 
destroyed the Greek forces. Egyptians as one final punishment. 

Agamemnon, however, is even- This view is also supported by 
· tually brought to his . senses and textual parallels. The awesome 

makes belated amends, thus stav- revelation at the mountain wil-
ing off ultimate· disaster. Paris, on nessed by the entire assembly is a 
the other hand, consistently n::fuses perfect conclusion to the process of 
to Rtum Helen, and it is clear, in  deliverance begun at the burning 
view of the parallels, that the bush with a revelation to Moses 
destruction of Troy will therefore:: alone. · ·Sintilarities accentuate the 
not be averted, though ·· Homer relationship: the location at Hon::b, 

. does not deal with it but ends the the centrality of fire as a sign of 
poem with the death and funeral divine presence, the initial iden-

. of Hector. A final parallel rounds · tification, beginning with Anochl 
out the poem. In the beginning, and emphasizing the soin@ out of 
Agamemnon abuses an old- priest Egypt (either as promise or 
and does not return his daughter; accomplishment). the warning not 
at the end the old king, Priam, to approach too close to the sacred 
comes to claims his dead son place, the fear of seeing, expressed 
Hector, and Achilles, having by Moses, or of hearing, expressed 
learned wisdom, treats the tragic by the people. The first revelation 
father honorably and restores the leads insistently and triumphantly 
body. to the second. when the people 

The type of literary analysis who have wavered constantlv 
illustrated in the previous examples between faith and doubt: as Moses 
should .not be unfamiliar to wavered between acceptance and 
students at Yeshiva. Many rejection of his mission. finall,· 
Midrashim and traditional Bible yield themselves. us Moses wa·s 
commentators use versions of this forced to �·ield: "All that the Lord 
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compelled to assume leadership, and a gradual building up in• the 
has spoken we will do." bows his · neck and submits. minds of a degraded, dispirited 

There is_. however, one notable Absolved of responsibility as an people of knowledge and faith. 
• distinction between the two rcvcla- agent of 0-d, and guided by divine After their first disappointment, 

. · tions with respect to Moses. At the .• · authority, he js ready · to create the people "did not listen to 
bumins _bush.. after the voice had upheavals in society and to unleash Moses,", but . by the time the 

, addreucd · · him, he hid his· race · violence with a -clear purpose and passover service was commanded, 
bcc:ausc - he was afraid to look at the promise of success. "the people bowed their heads and 
G-d. At Sinai, ·in contrast, Moses The third and most fateful worshipped," and later at the Red 
went fearlessly, to the top of the question also involves identity. It is Sea, "the people feared the Lord, 
mountain •nd t'dr�. near_ to the ·asked derisively by Pharaoh when and they believed in the Lord and 
thick darkneis where G-d was." Moses and - Aaron first appear his servant Moses." 
After Jhc episode of the golden before him: "Who is the Lord, that The purpose of all the "sigl)s" 

· calf, he ·went .IO far as to uk for a I should listen to his voice and let performed in Egypt has been 
di,. vision of the divine cout- Israel go?" The answer to this accomplished: "that · you may tell · 
nenanc:e, a sharp contrast to his question is devastating. Plague in the cars of your son and your 
earlier fear. The contrast strikinaly after plague hits Egypt, "in order son's son what I have wrought in 
reveals .the -great change he has that you may know that there is Egypt, and My signs which I have 
undergone, his growth in confidcn- none like the Lofd." done among them, so that you 
cc, authority, and ,spirituality. The Nechama Leibowitz has pointed may know that I am the Lord." 
�opment, of Mosca as a leader out that "knowing the Lord" The important point was not that 
is one of the underlying themes in occurs ten times in connection with the Egyptians learn to know 0-d, 
our narntive, and it is linked with the plagues (actually the last two but that the Jews, seeing their 
another theme, the arowing occurrences come in connection taskmasters cringe, develop faith. 
recognition or 0-d that reaches its with the Red Sea), and she relates The signs were not simply acts but 
highest _level ·with the revelation at the number to the ten command- s y m bo I s ,  · d emons t r a t i on s ,  
Sinai. Thac . two · intertwined ments. How and why that par- testimony ·to the power and 
motifs are developed by a series of ticular parallel is significant she · attributes of the Lord whom the 
questions, . _and by the 'persistent does not explain, nor does she note people -came to know by observing 
recurrence or the verb "to know" that one of the plagues does not fit that the plagues which caused even 
in various forms. " into the pattern. Nine times Egypt to at least tacitly 

The fint question is asked or "knowing the Lord" refers to the acknowledge 0-d did not touch 
MOICS and creates a major crisis in Egyptians, but in connection with_ them in Goshen. They understood 
hi1 life. The misaion of redemption · the plague of locusts, the verse "so what 0-d had wanted Pharaoh to 
to which · he ia appointed at the that you may know that _I am the know - that a distinciton had been 
burning bush · marks the true Lord" refers· to the Jews. In two niade between Egyptian and Jew. 
beginning .of his leadership, and it further instances also, one As for the Egyptians, their 
comci after a false and nearly fatal preceding the second visit to "knowing the Lord" was only a 
start. Though the text provides Pharaoh and the other after the matter of curbing arrogance, an 
almost no detail, the suffering and Red Sea, the reference is to the overmastering, sardonic response 
injustice that Moses observed Jews.- There are thus twelve in  all, to Pharaoh's contemptuous ques
when he went out amongst his rather than ten. Finding patterns tion: Who is the Lord? Their 
·brothen must have infiamed what of similarity is important, but bitterly gained knowledge served 
was - obviously a very powerful sometimes the desire for symmetry its basic purpose when it convinced 
temperament. He wants to do can go too far. · them to take Moses seriously and 
something, he must do something, Many commentators have con- let the people go. 

, but he has no direction, no clear eluded that the purpose of the The second part of Moses' dual 
, plan; no guidance; his instinctive, plagues was essentially educational task involved the establishment of 

furious reaction is unfocused, - to teach Pharaoh and his- people his credentials as leader. With the 
undefined. It ii an outlet for to acknowledge the existence. and increasing stature of 0-d in the 
uncontrollable emotions, but . it power or the Lord. This interpreta- eyes of the people, the status of 
cannot _aehievc anything lasting tion, however, is problematical. · Moses also changes. At first 
and 1ignif1e1nt; such violent deeds Was there really an intenti�n to perhaps somewhat diffident before 
do not change a _system but _ arc a . convert Egypt to . · monotheism? Pharaoh, he ·becomes boldc.r and · 
form of self-indulgence inconsis- Were the Egyptians a special focus more forceful with every . plague 
tent with real leadership. · or G-d's concern? No such while Pharaoh ts-' slowly broken 

Nevertheless, Moses is a leader, indication is given when Moses is and ground down. Moses is ready 
an Egyptian prince accustomed to originally assigned his mission. On to brand the ruler of Egypt as 
authority, and his restless desire the contrary, the focus is exclusive- deceitful, to challenge his integrity, 
for some kind of action, still ly on "My people," on their and finally even to storm from the 
indefinite, takes him out to the deliverance and inheritance of the palace "in hot anger." 
people ajain. This time he comes Promised Land. Why then this . Though Pharaoh desperately 
across two fighting Jews and emphasis on the E1yptians know- attempts to retain his dignity and 
decides to intervene, only to be ing the Lord? Surely this majesty, it is Moses who 
confronted by the question: "Who knowledge must have a bearing on dominates every encounter. He has 
appoi�ted you as ruler and judge the central concern - the fulfillment grown into a self-confident leader 
over us?" The question can be of Moses' twofold task of convinc- and is everywhere acknowledged as 
rephrased more colloqu!�lly to ing the Jews that despite their one. After the . ninth plague, "the 
clarify its essence: "Just who do increased burdens 0-d would man Moses was very great in the 
you think you are?" Though the indeed liberate them from slavery, land of Egypt, in - the eyes of 
term identity crisis is overworked, and of persuading Pharaoh to Pharaoh's servants and in the eyes 
'Moseg surely exper ienced release them. of the people." Since the term 

· something like it. An Egyptian In order for this task to be people in our context generally 
prince who is also a Jew; a man accomplished, it was necessary to • designates the Jews, and has in fact 
with ambitions to be a leader, with establish the credibility of 0-d as a been so used in the previous verse, 
a vague belief that he · must redeemer, . and - the credibility of the reference here is presumably 
someh·ow restructure society, who Moses as a. leader and spokesman. also to the respec_t the Jews now 
has begun his career with a mprder For the former it was essential that had for their authority and 

· and finds even his peaceful · the Jews learn about 0-d, about commanding presence of Moses. 
intentions spurned and his authori- the new manifestation of divinity And despite their recurring com
ty scornfully rejected - no wonder which the patriarchs had not plaints in the desert, they believe 
that Moses fled. He had to save experienced: "an.d I will take you "in the Lord and in His servant 
himself as well as to find himself, to be My people, and I will be Moses," to the extent of being 
to find an answer to the question. your 0-d, and you shall know that prepared to ·accept G-d's com-

At the burning-- bush the issue of I the Lord am your 0-d who mandments from the mouth of 
identity is raised again .  The releases you from the burden of Moses. With the climactic revela
leadership with Moses had abor- Egypt." Our narrative in fact tlon at · Sinai, Moses' career as 
tively attempted to exercise is now describes a progressive revelation leader has also reached its apex. 

Liberal Arts 
\ 

(Contfnued'from Pag,• 2. Col. 5) 
was told. they are also looking for 
a well diversified background in 
liberal arts. l was astounded to 
hear that. a liberal arts . major 
would be more favorably looked 
upon than an Economics major. I 
then asked the_ admissions officer 
the expected question, "Wouldn't 
it be advantageous for a business 
major to have a strong background 
rather in business related courses, 
such as Economics, Statistics etc.?" 
She replied: "We are more 
interested in the all-arou1Jd l iberal 

arts student than the standard 
Economics major. We rather the 
student receive a proper education 
in courses such as English, Speech, 
Art and Music." When mentioned 
that Yeshiva University still has 
certain required courses, she was 
astounded, since she explained _!Jaat 
most other colleges do not contain 
the required liberal arts courses. So 
for all those Y.U. business majors 
out there, be happy you are taking 
a liberal arts course! 

D1•kl Papler 
YC 'M 

C_ampus Needed 
(Continued .from Page J .  Col. 5 )  

faculty interaction. There must be 
a place for faculty to discourse and 
exchange ideas and a place for 
students to talk to faculty. Yet 
what may be done with our limited 
amount of capital? Dr; Lennard 
suggests that part of 1 85th Street, 
between ,furst Hall and the 
Library, be pedestrianized by 
widening the sidewalks and leaving 
limited access for parking. Benches 
would be set up so that people 
could sit down. 0-n Amsterdam 
Avenue, tl\e extreme lanes would 
become diagonal parking spaces, 
and traffic would be cut down. Dr. 
Lennard also stresses that the type 
of stores in the neighborhood is an 

. important part of the atmosphere. 
Quaint places for meetings bet-

. ween faculty and friends (this is 
not to imply · that faculty and 
students cannot- be or arc not 
friends ...;. they ·could; and should 
be) would be very conducive to a 
proper setting. "Street furniture" 
- benches, tables, chairs and 
planters - are also needed. 

But what of the psychological 
eO'ects . of being in a hustling, 
bustling downtrodden urban 
neighborhood on the student and 
his studies? 

According to· Dr. Manny Stem
licht, Professor of Psychology, 
"there aren't any." This is because 
the student at Yeshiva College 
realizes that he is there to study, 
not to socialize. Then what is the 
cause of the tension that many 
students feel? Dr. Sternlicht at
tributes this to the high level of 
competition at Yeshiva, not to the 
urban atmosphere. Do we need a 
campus? Dr. Sternlicht explained 
that we evidently do not have to 
have a campus, as we are surviving 
quite well without one. Further
more, if enough people at Yeshiva 
College really wanted a campus, 
they would become active about 
obtaining it. As is quite obvious, 
very few people, if any at all, are 
active in this issue. Because of this 
observation, we must seriously 
question how much of the com
plaining is real, and how much of 
it is �ust the normal griping found 
on campuses across America. It is 
aparent that while the conditions 
aren't ideal, they are livable. The 
main hinderance to student-faculty 
interaction is not the lack of a 
campus, but the lack of time 

available. Dr. Sternlicht also 
emphasizes that btcau.,e Yeshiva 
College is small, one can develop a 
relationship with an instructor in 
the classrooms and halls. What can 
be done if we wish to lncrtast 
student-faculty interaction? Dr. 
Sternlicht suggests that if Yeshiva 
University had a lounge, the 
situation would improve. The 
rooms could be fixed up with 
bright colors and better lighting, a 
"real'' game room set up, and 
more modern ·equipment acquired. 

It always seems to be that the 
problem of acquiring a campus 
was a financial one. Yet Dr. 
Sheldon Socol, Vice-President for 
Financial Affairs at Yeshiva 
University, was quick to explain 
that creating a campus "is not a 
financial consideration." Dr. Socol 
explained that personally, he is, of 
course, "in favor of making the 
place more attractive and comfor
table." Yet, the first steps in 
creating a campus are the legal 
ones. The issues are complex, and 
according_ to Dr. Socol, "have \,cen 
on paper for TEN years." Dr. 
Socol further maintains that 
creating a campus is not an ideal 
idea - there are day-to-day 
operational problems as well as 
other considerations, such as 
handicapped students. Yet another 
complex problem is the neighbors 
- they must be willing to go 
through with the plan. Further
more, Amsterdam A venue and 
1 85th Street do not belong to 
Yeshiva University - they are the 
property of New York City, and 
thus other problems arise such as · 
passage of emergency and police 
vehicles. . 

offered to him, but he is no longer 
the same person. "Who am I, that 
I should go to Pharaoh and that I 
should lead the children of Israel 
out of Egypt?" He has no 
confidence in himself or his 
abilities, in his powers of. speech 
and persuasion; all the guidance, 
detailed plans, and assurances he 
receives seem only to increase his 
fear of accepting the mission. 

1ccounting Society Offers Placement Service 

All in all, it appears that the 
present status quo is destined to 
remain for quite a while. Certain 
aspects of Yeshiva such as the 
boring John Sullivan "form
follows-function" architecture will 
probably dominate the uptown 
campus _ forever more. But then, 
this is not exactly a problem or 
paramount importance - the 
absence of luxury rarely is. Yet the 
other part of the present status 
quo, the lack of a campus, may 
indeed be a problem that must be 
dealt with. Of course, it also might 
be as much a problem as the lack 
of luxurious architecture. Yet it is 
difficult to imagine the great 
institutions of education, such as 
Sura and Pumpadita or Plato's 
Academy being situated in a place 
such as Washington Heights. 

Does Yeshiva College need a 
campus? Does the lack of a 
campus detract from our overall 
education? Ultimately these are 
answers which the student must 
find for himself, and, of course, 
they are subjective. No one 
advocates the building of an 
acropo l i s  a n d  s ub seq uen t 
mounting or Furst Hall. Yet 
perhaps a more vibrant at
mosphere could change some of 
the lethargy around Yeshiva 
College into dynamicism. Perhaps 
a campus which would seclude us 
from the surrounding Ouemica 
would make the atmosphere more 
conducive to study. And then 
again, perhaps not. 

The fear makes him bold enough 
to resist every answer to his 
arguments, until there is no 
argument left but blunt, outright 
refusal. At that point "the anger of 
the Lord" forcibly imposes the 
burden on him. Moses, knowing 
now that he is no longer an 
Egyptian prince but a Jew, and 
that he is not driven by personal 
11_mbition or vainglory but has been 

By Jeff SIiber 
Recently, seventeen graduating 

accounting seniors underwent a 
series of on-campus interviews 
with representatives of many large 
and mid-size accounting firms. The 
interviews, the first of a set of two 
(the second to · be held in the 
spring), took place on the Mid
town Campus, a more accessible 
meeting place for the midtown
based firms. 

The accounting major runs the 
only placement service in Yeshiva 
College for undergraduates. As a 
result, the Accounting Society of 
Yeshiva University (YUAS) played 
a 'major role in these interviews. 

The Society coached the seniors in 
the creation of their resumes and 
hired outside professional help to 
ensure high quality resumes and to 
instruct on interview techniques. 
The firms themselves lent a helping 
hand by sending informative 
brochures to familiarize the seniors 
with the firms as well as sending 
their own representatives to discuss 
recruiting techniques and job 
opportunities. 

The recruiting process can be 
summarized as follows: First, the 
seniors prepare their resumes and 
send them to the respective firms. 
This is followed by on-campus 

interviews with representatives of 
the different firms. Afterward the 
firms evaluate the interviews and 
select certain students to be asked 
back for a series of in-office 
interviews with many different 
executives of these companies. 

A total of eleven firms are 
involved in this semester's inter
views, and each graduate under
went interviews with at least five of 
these firms. "The interviewers were 
relaxed and congenial, and 
developed an easy rapport with the 
seniros," said Dan Krombach, 
President of YU AS, who under
went many of these interviews. 



Pa� Elpt 

Larry's Shopping[ 
List 

,,:;; 
.__ ______ By Lany B�� __ _ 

As Chanukah draws near, it's time for me to put together 
my shopping list for my · v;trious associates in the wide world of 
sports. So here's what I'll look for as I browse through 
Bloomingdales, meander through Macy's, and hurry through 
Herman's. 

For the Klllcks: 
To Hubie, an offense . 
To Debusch, a point guard 
To Werblin; fans 
To Sherod, a jump shot, 

To the Jets: 
For Gastineau, Joe Klccko 

- ·For Wesley Walker, Stick 'em 
For Freeman McNeil, 1000 yards. 

For the Yukees: 

and To die Nets: 
for Larry, Ray Williams 
For Birdsong, a healthy season 
For Foots, respect 
For Dawkins, coosistency. 

and For. the Glanti: 
To Perk, John Elway 
To Carpenter, aJI investment 
banker 
To the defense, an offense. 

. . 
and To the Mets: 

To George, Earl Weaver 
To Don _ (Baylor), 
psychiatrist, 

a 
For Cashen (Frank), Billy Martin 

good For Strawberry, the majors. 

To the Ranaen: 
For Rogers, I 10  points 
For the fans, a Stanley Cup, 

To Yeshl,a: 
For Johnny, a 6'9" Center. 
For the Macs, the IAC cham
pionship 
For the Ellmen, wrestlers 
For the Taubermen, .cheerleaders 
For the Keglers, pins 
For the hockey Macs, games 
For the intramurals, referees 
For the students, a gym 
For the pre-___ , acceptances 
For Dr. Lamm, 100 million 
For Judy (Paikin), students 
For Commentator, a Governing 
Board 
For Dr. Levy, a curriculum 

and For the lll1nden: 
To Trottier, a clean check 
To Smitty, manners. 

and For the rest: 
To the ECAC, game films 
To Sampson, a championship 
To St. John's, the Big East 
To the NBA, a player agreement 
To the Rockets, Sampson and 
Ewing 
To Gretzky, the r�ord book 
To the Devils, wins 
To the Colts, HELP 
To Paterno, NUMBER ONE 
To Herschel, . the Heisman 
To Ray Leonard, retirement 
To Jerry Cooney, bolting lessons 
To the Padres, Stcre Garvey. 

. I hope I'll be successful on my shopping spree; I honestly 
believe these gifts will truly be useful. Have a happy 
Chanukah. 

THE COMMENTATOR wtc1nndly, 0ee. ,. 1m 

Macs · Up Season Record To 4-2 
Dec. 6 - The Yeshiva College 

Maccabees defeated Northeastern 
Bible College tonight, by a score of 
82-53, and raised ·their record to 4 
wins and 2 losses . 

The game saw the Macs, led by 
Joe Eaves, jump out to an early 6-
1 lead. The visitors battled back 
and closed to within a point at 16-
1 5. Then Yeshiva's press for�cd 
Bible into turnovers which led to 

· easy baskets and a 23- I S  lead. The 
Macs continued to dominate for 
the remainder of the half and took 
a 39-24 lead into the locker room 
at intermission. 

The Yeshiva hoopsters picked 
up where they left off at the end of 
the first half. With Ronnie 
Schwartz's hot outside shooting 
and Eaves' and Krcvsky's inside 
scorinJ?, the Macs quickly widened 

their lead to 53'-30. 
The team was once again led by 

t�e backcourt trio of Schwartz 
with 22, Eaves with 1 9, and 
Krevsky with t 8. 

Dec. 4 - Led by Ronnie 
Schwartz's long-range shooting, 
the Macs defeated Stevens Tech by 
a score of 58-55. After trailing 27-
25 at the half, the Yeshiva team 

down 50-49 went ahead to stay on 
a three-point play by senior 
captain Michael Rosenbloom. Joe -
Eaves iced the game with two free
throws in the closing seconds. ·The 
Mac attack was paced by. Schwartz 
with 22, Eaves · ·with 1 2, and 
Krevsky with 1 1 . · 

Dec. 2 - In their first divisional 
contest, the Macs were defeated by 
New York Maritime, 8 1 -71 . :fhc 
Macs led 43-39 at the half, and 
were ahead by as many as 7 points 
with just 4 minutes to go in the 
game, but a succession of fouls 
and steals and a lack of 
reboundin1t did the Macs in. 

Newly Formed Pep Squad . 
Encourages Maccabees' Performance 

By · Isaac Cont white sweatshirts with SCW Pep 
· Squad printed on them. In 
addition to the regular squad, 
there • is a team mascot - Patty 
Moss - who wears a Maccabec 
costume. 

The squad has cheered -at two 
games so far and because: of their 
tough academic schedule, will limit 
their spirited rooting to one game 
a week. The girls also plan on 
organizing fund-raisers to pay for 
their uniforms and transportation. 
Samuels also eltpressed hopes' that 
with the continued growth of the 
squad; they would also be on hand 
for . YC hockey games. 

The members of the Macs have 

. had a vcey positive reaction to the 
pep squad. The squad travels with 
the team to away games and 
provides support when no YC 
students are present. 

"I think the girls arc great," said 
Joe Franco. "They help ease the 
tension on the bus rides to the 
games and they give us an 
incentive to play better. It's a lot 
easier to perform when someone is 
there cheering you on.'' 

As is often the case, beginnings 
are difficult;· However, under the 
leadership of Thilys Samuels and 
the support of the SCWSC, the 
Pep Squad has a very bright 
future. 

The YC Maccabees, who for the 
last few years have suffered from a 
lack of student interest, will be 
receiving some help this year from 
the newly formed Stern Co.liege 
Pep Squad. The idea behind the 
I 5-member pep squad was con
ceived last year, but attempts to 
organize such a squad were not 
successful. This year, however, 
under they leadership of Captain 
Thilys Samuels and co-captain 
Amy Zimmes, the. pep squad · has 
now come into eitistcncc. Samuels, 
a former high school cheerleader 
from New Orleans who transferred 
this year to the Stern nursing 
program, felt that a pep squad 
would be of great value for both 
sew and YC and decided to 
organize one. 

- "At first people were kind of 
hesitant, but once they saw that a 
pep squad was already possible 
they became very enthusiastic," 
Samuels noted, adding that Stern 

Y. U. Narrowly - Defeated 
By Stevens Tech In . 

Wrestling Season Opener 
College Dean Karen Bacon was By Jack Naszen 
also very helpful and supportive. The wrestling team's first match 
The squad, which is an official was against Stevens Tech. 
club of the Stem College Student · The first match at 1 18 pounds 
Council, wears an original uniform was Arron Roth. He came close to 
which consists of blue skirts and . pinning his opponent but time ran 

Interested In working for the -
copy staff? --see Ste,e Kastfn in 
MSCM. 

out and Arron won his match by a 
of 1 2-4, making the score 4-0 
Yeshiva. 

\ 

almost pinned his opponent with_ a 
crucifix, but h� didn't quite make 
it and his seasoned opponent took 
advantage of this opportunity and 
pinned Stevie. The score was now 
1 5- 1 2  Yeshiva. 

Captain Moshe Kranzler, wrestl
ing at I S8 pounds, up · from his 
usual I SO spot defeated his 
oppenent in spite of an injured 
shoulder. 

Yeshiva Fencing Team 
The second match at 1.26 pounds 

was Joe Rahaby who ran on a 
forfeit by Stevens, making the 
score 9-0 Yeshiva. 

At 1 34 pounds Pesach Kremen 
wrestled against the Captain of 
Stevens. Unfortunately, Pesach 
was pinned bringing the score to 9-
6 Yeshiva. 

At 167 pound was , Perry 
Antleman, although he to the team 
won a .difficult match . 

. Remains Strong As Ever 
By Seth Gentea 

When the new school year rolls 
around, Y.U.'s teams start bearing 

. up for another new season. The 
crowds roar for basketball, scream 
for wrestling and simply con
grat u latc the fencing team, 
otherwise known as the Tauber
mcn, whose percentage of winning 
seasons over the · years i s  
astounding. 

As you might have guessed, the 
season has begun, and the Tauber
men are off · and running· and 
winning. The outlook for another 
$ucccssful season is elttrcmely 
promising. This year, with a new 
head fencing coach, Mr. Bardakh 
and Prof. Tauber remaining on to 
Coach Sabre, the Y.U. Fenciag 
team has all the appearances of a 
strong unit. 

In the opening match, the 
Taubermen paid a visit to Vassar 
College. There, in their first trial 
by combat, the Tauberman came 
away with a 16-1 1 victory. 

The Sabre team, captained by 
Danny Zangcr and starters, Seth 
Gero;ten and Stuart Berber, were 
the ,;park which ignited the fires to 
light the way to victory. This 
year's Sabre team appears to be 
very 'itrong and talented: With Jr. 
Danny Zinger, Sr. Seth Gersten, 
and Jr. Stuart Berber as starters, 

and with a reserve unit led by 
Zar�. Rhine, Balk and Schreiber, 
the Sabre team seems to be well on 
its way to being, once again, ·the 
spark plug for the Tauberman, as 
their first match 7-2 victory margin 
will accentuate. 

As much of an individual sport 
as fencing is, it is aJso a team 

· sport, which, for victory, tabs an 
accumulation of victories from all 
3 weapons, Sabre, Foil, and Epcc. 
In the Vassar match, the foil team, 
led by veterans Mund, Turner, and 
Bessler and reserves Stadtmaucr, 
Katz and Grosz, proved them
selves to be a deadly r orce to be 
reckoned with by winning by a 
margin of 6-3. 

In Epcc, too did the Tauberman 
show their worth. David Feit, 
veteran and Captain of the Y.U. 
fencing . team, won in the 2nd 
round · matches, in which Y.U. 
took 8 out of 9 matches, blowing 
the match wide open in our favor. 
Thus making our 1 6- 1 1 victory an 
easy and rcluing one. 

In the second match of the 
season, we found Y.U. fencing 
pitted _ against St. Peters College. A 
hand · match had ensued led by the 
Sabre team, who again, by starters 
Danny Zanger 3-0, Seth Gersten 2-
1 ,  an_d Stuart Berber 2- 1 were the 
driving fence in keeping the 

· Taubcrman in the match by again 

dominating their opponents to a 7-
2 victory margin in sabre. But 
despite both this and good 
performances by David Mund 3-0 
F9il, and David Feit Epee, the 
Tauberman went down in defeat 
15- 12 .  

Though this is still early in the 
season and with a record of I -I ,  
many insights can be derived from 
the first two matches. The Y.U. 
Sabermen, led by Zanger, Gersten, 
and Berber have a massed an 
impressive 14-4 record over their 
opponents this season .  The 
Foilmcn, led by Mund, Turner, 
and Bessler arc skillful and the 
bench strength here also makes 
them a very important factor in 
the matches. In Epee', Team · 
Captain David Feit continues to 
dominate his opponents, other 
Epec' men, Karp, Friedman, Kern 
and Epstein all are skillful in their 
own right and should and will be 
taken · seriously by all their 
opponents. To them the Epcc' is 
just another extension of the arm 
of which all have some mastery. 

The Y.U. fencing team, led by 
. their new head coach Mr. Bardakh 
are looking strong with both 
proper attitudes and skills. They 
arc looking forward to another 
winning season so come down and 
cheer for us in our ncltt home 
games Dec. 8, and 1 3. 

At 142 • pound Captain Wayne 
Breker wrestled. Wayne, up from 
the 1 34 spot slaughtered his 
opponent and pinned him in the 
first period. The score was now I S-
6 Yeshiva. 

.1.L I SO POl!!l_ds Stevie Simon 

C o· M M: E N r 'A T O ·I 
YESHIVA UNIVERSl'IY 

100 W. 1·15 StrNt 
Nw York. N. Y. 10033 

David Genet wrestled at 1 77 
pounds. Although he did not 
defeat his opponents he put on an 
.impressive show for the spectators 
with a variety of moves. The new 
heavy weight of the team Rom 
Roth, showed much promise for 
future matches, however this time 
he just couldn't come up with a 
win . .  The final score was 30-24 
Stevens. 
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